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The land known today as the American Southwest is a beautiful and expansive area. It is no  

wonder that the Apache people populated the land for many generations. The Apache were  

largely nomadic people; they moved about and lived largely on buffalo meat. The history of  

Apache’s conflict with Europeans last about as long as the Apache have had contact with  

Europeans. Beginning in the 1730’s, Spaniard explorers began migrating north into Apache  

Territory.  Battles between Spaniards and the Apache were fairly common and left many on both 

sides dead. Finally, in 1749, a ceremony was held to commemorate the founding of a piece of  

land set aside for the Apache people by the Spaniards. During this ceremony, an Apache chief 

buried a hatchet as a sign of peace. This is considered the origin for the term “Bury the Hatchet.” 

      Victorio was born in the early 1820’s, a short but muscular man, he became a talented 

warrior through extensive training in the Apache tradition. Despite his strong physical 

appearance, he has been recounted as a superior speaker and negotiator. Victorio eventually 

became the chief of the Chihennes Apache. Beginning in the 1820’s, people began lobbying for  

the creation of a reservation around where the Apache were living at the time. These requests 

not only fell on deaf ears, but, in 1871, the United States government decided instead to force the  

Apache to relocate to a new reservation in the foothills of the Tularosa Mountains. Homeless  

and humiliated, the proud Apache people had been worn down. Instead of submitting to the 

forceful migration to the new reservation, Victorio and many of his supporters hid in the most 

remote corners of the Black Range. Eventually, the government moved the Apache reservation 

back to the Apache’s ancestral homelands. However, once they had moved back, the reservation 



was contracted to include only the area around Ojo Caliente, a hot and disease-ridden place.  

     Victorio, fed up with the poor treatment he and his people were receiving from the American 

Government, broke away from the reservation and began a series of guerilla attacks against  

American settlers and soldiers. Victorio and his warriors held many advantages over the American 

army, not the least of which was Victorio himself. Victorio was a well-trained  and capable Apache 

warrior. The Chihennes also had an extensive knowledge of the local land, every steep mountainside 

and rocky stream, and they were able to easily retreat or hide in the jagged landscape. The Chihennes were 

also prone to use the protection of escaping over the international border, into Mexico, to avoid persecution 

by the American army. 

      The American soldiers that Victorio fought against were strong and formidable force; they were comprised 

largely of Buffalo Soldiers, a group of black American soldiers. Most of the black troopers were eager to join 

the army, after being subjected to intense racism and segregation in civilian life. Life in the military was still 

segregated, but the racism was less pronounced, and it was at least possible to move up in the ranks and 

achieve some degree of professional respect, something that was much more difficult in civilian life. Despite 

the service of black troopers in the American army during the Civil War, they were subjected to the harshest 

assignments and these included fighting the Native Americans on the western frontier. The long history of  

black troopers made them seasoned, experienced soldiers. These experienced black troopers were some of  

the most formidable for the Chihennes warriors.  

     Beginning on September 4, 1879, Victorio and a small group of around forty Chihennes warriors launched 

their war. For the next two months, Victorio engaged in a relentless war against the Americans. He and his  

forces would sweep down from the mountains and attack American soldiers as well as prospectors and 

ranchers.  After more than eight months of exhaustive fighting, Victorio and the warriors he was leading grew 

tired. Eventually, Victorio’s forces lost to the Americans in a slow and anticlimactic loss.  

       Both sides of this conflict fought valiantly and it is hard to decide whose side should have won, but in the 

end, Victorio and his forces lost, and the American military forces, made up largely of African Americans, were 



victorious. The black Buffalo soldiers fought with distinction and suffered several casualties during Victorio’s 

war, and their fight was forever immortalized in the famous painting The Victorio Campaign by Bobb Vann. 
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